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Automation challenges in a continuously changing market
The new upcoming regulatory requirements (SOX, Solvency II,
IFRS) have generated real challenges for (re)insurers who have to
integrate all their processes in a controlled environment. In this
context, data interaction and process monitoring become one of
the key areas for improvements.

To overcome all these increasing challenges that insurers are
facing, ADDACTIS® Worldwide has developped a platform which
embeds all your processes in a single framework, ADDACTIS®
Workflow. The features and functionnalities of this advanced and
modern tool are fully described below.

ADDACTIS® Workflow solution overview
The ADDACTIS® Workflow solution is a new generation platform
for data & process integration within your organization. It provides
users with full autonomy during each and every phase of data
manipulation process. It enables to format and integrate data
coming from different platforms/systems in a fully transparent way.
Thanks to multi-thread, multi-core technology and flow
management, ADDACTIS® Workflow has no limit in terms of
data volume and can therefore perform complex and large data
transformation in a very limited time frame. Data coming from
different plateforms are formatted and integrated into a uniformly
formatted/coded environment without interference and without
subsitution to the existing mainframes.
The design of a process is facilitated by a simple visual & user
friendly interface. The set up and the documentation of all key
internal controls is facilitated by a “drag & drop” visual tool. An
ADDACTIS® Workflow process is made of a succession of many

treatments created by a succession of several specific « Tools »
steps. ADDACTIS® Workflow guarantees a robust audit trail to all
processes of information and a complete data tracking during each
step of each project
Essential functionalities to integrate and automate all the
processes are included in ADDACTIS® Workflow. These are:
1. Data handling;
2. Integration of ADDACTIS® Software;
3. Environment management;
4. Full back up of data and processes;
5. Data qualification;
6. Full auditability.
These 6 topics are further described below.
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1) Data handling
Thanks to several tools, ADDACTIS® Workflow allows users to
handle various sets of data in a very user friendly way.
The data can be collected and exported from/to various sources:
Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets, text files, all kind of databases
using ODBC drivers.
All kinds of transformation can be performed on the data: merge,
sort, split, definition of new computed colums,... Users can also
define a lot of tests to insure the consistency of the data.
The scheme of the process is displayed to insure an easy
comprehension of all the treatments done.

2) Integration of ADDACTIS® Software
ADDACTIS® Workflow is linked to other ADDACTIS® Software
(ADDACTIS® Modeling, ADDACTIS® IBNRS®, ADDACTIS® Pillar3)
to automate a whole reserving, modeling and reporting process.
ADDACTIS® IBNRS® plugin: the first ADDACTIS®
Workflow tool that enables users to automatically build
triangles from flat files, and to generate ADDACTIS®
IBNRS® projects with some partly parameterize methods.
An output flow containing all the ADDACTIS® IBNRS®
projects or consolidation having been created is available.
A second tool allows to import within the process all the
results of the projections done in the reserving software.
ADDACTIS® Modeling plugin allows users importing
data in an ADDACTIS® Modeling model and to execute

automatically this model. All the computed data are then
available within the process.
ADDACTIS® Pillar3 plugin allows to import data in the
ADDACTIS® Pillar3 database. The data needs to have
been previously formatted in the previous steps of the
process as required by the reporting software.

3) Environment management
The ADDACTIS® Worldwide Environment, shared by all our software,
corresponds to a workspace having a structure which can be cloned
into several contexts of use.
For each context, it is possible to define the values of each
repository and each variable. Hence, the files stored within each
defined repository can be specifics to the context:
The input data folder for the « development » context will contain only
sample of data whereas the folder corresponding to the « production »
context will contain the whole input data.
An environment is composed by a list of environment repositories
and variables. The folders settled within an environment allows the
user to:
Have an easier access to these folders when selecting an
input or an output file within the software.
Reference these folders with an alias which will be
interpreted by the software according to the current
context.
The variables settled within an environment can be used
within the process.
When the process will be launched the variable will be
replaced by its setting value.
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4) Full back up of data and processes
ADDACTIS® Workflow back up fonctionalities allows users to
create an archive including:
ADDACTIS® Workflow processes;
Input data (including data extracted by queries from the
IT System);
ADDACTIS® Modeling model;
Output data;
Execution log and audit trails.

These data can be restored into a dedicated folder to run the
process several times after within the same environment using
the same input data.
All these data (process, ADDACTIS® Modeling model and input/
output files) are stored in a compress package.

5) Data qualification
The data notation feature allows users to score their input data
coming from several sources and to have a new score at the end
of the process depending on the transformations which have been
done.
Each column of the input flow can be noted according to 3 criterias :
Appropriate
Complete
Accurate
Each criteria can be scored from 1 to 4. Then, depending on the
transformations done within the process, ADDACTIS® Workflow
will recalculate these notes at each step.

6) Full auditability
Several features ensure the full auditability of the process:
Execution log: at each run of the process, a log allows
users to follow the execution of the process;
Audit trail: ADDACTIS® Workflow embeds a complete audit
trail tracking all changes made in the process. For each step
modification or addition, a row is created in the audit trail
with the user login, the date time and the values;
Comments: users have the ability to enter comments at
each step of the process.
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ADDACTIS® Workflow solution features
ADDACTIS® Workflow is/has:
A complete package solution designed to structure and
automate all the processes and also to embed ADDACTIS®
Software within the information system;
Easy to use: thanks to its user friendly interface based on
“drag & drop” the data manipulation requires no IT skills;
Transparent: a full audit trail is provided for all changes
made during the process implementation. Moreover, a
complete data tracking during each step of each project;

Data qualification under SII: allowing to score the data;
Packaging feature to store all the data and settings
providing a full auditability of the process.

ADDACTIS® Workflow solution IT requirements
ADDACTIS® Workflow is an independent software solution without
any external components or dependencies. It works on any recent
32 or 64 bit Windows platform (Windows 7 or later/ Windows server
2008 or later) with standard requirements on hardware fot these kind
of solutions. Local and server licences are available for the product.

All software products are ADDACTIS® Worldwide full property and
have no external dependency.

The ADDACTIS® Way
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